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Fourth Short Report to “ World Youth Bank Project” and to Croatian National Youth Council
and the World Youth Bank Network “
Dear Friends !
We want to introduce You with the student’s work t, which can generate interest in the
specialists of European Firm, but which have made of the students when they was preparation
for 140 anniversaries of the Odessa National University by name of I.I. Mechnikova, Nobel
Prize Winner.
“Problems of maintenance of reproduction of a labour in conditions of intensive
development of integration processes”
(Theses)
"Term "a manpower " is used in the economic literature for a designation of human
resources from first years of the Soviet authority in Russia where the first-ever state
economic plan has been developed on the basis of the modeling approach "expenses release" in 1924 (V.Leontjev in 1939 realized this approach and for economy the USA).
Till 1991 idle more than 3 months were considered as the leader "a parasitic way of life".
Today in Ukraine able-bodied age is for women from 16 till 54 years, and for men - from
16 till 59 years. And though the statistics "tries", but really unemployment has exceeded
12 %, having exceeded the boundary of 3 million people. And under law of Auan each
percentage point above a natural rate of unemployment (gross national product) on 2-2,5
% reduce a level of an internal national product at comparison with potential.
And the modern way to economic lays through improvement of quality of a labour-men through education. Analyzing opportunities of free-of-charge education and experience
of paid education, begins obvious expediency to pay the education through system of the
educational credit from the future incomes of the concrete person. And it demands search
of an optimum between fundamental’s and professional’s education that is provided with
mixed economy.
And in these conditions in Ukraine universal tendencies of growth of missed marriages
(interethnic) are shown. It is expected, that in 2016 of them will be on 275 on each one
thousand families. Certainly, in cities of them it is more, that accelerates ethnic
integration. And the complex(difficult) economic situation strengthens interethnic gender
interaction that it is expedient to check up and experimentally. The last also has caused
an orientation of the lead(the carried out) sociological research.
***
Politics frequently polemize on themes of the international arrangements,
"consolidations" appeal to "integration", organize forums and carry out(spend) summits.
And people at this time marry: interethnic marriages(spoilage) strengthen the state better,
than debate top-level.
Genetics, physicians and psychologists are uniform that for genetic health of mankind
interethnic marriages(spoilage) - rescue. Ukrainians actually are the biggest
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internationalists. In 1999 they have created 5817 families from which 5258 (90,5 %) interethnic, and in 2000 from 5587 marriages(spoilage) - 5054 (90,5 %) were interethnic.
However it is necessary to remember, that the tradition to create families within the
framework of the ethnic group is " the stabilizer of ethnos ", the mechanism which
provides restoration not only those or other cultural features, and first of all ethnic
consciousness, sensation of psychological communication(connection) with people.
Considering a problem as a whole, it is possible to tell, that anything especially bad in
interethnic marriages(spoilage) is not present, except for lines of essential remarks.
Therefore revealing of the real attitude(relation) to this question at youth and is
interesting, and necessary for a correcting of all social policy in the state.
We have interrogated 15 person among which there were also foreign citizens. Under the
following questionnaire, having received the mentioned below primary information.
***
How you concern to the international marriages(spoilage)?
J) I think the international marriages(spoilage) the most comprehensible personally for
me, it is a way of interrelation between cultures and peoples - 45 %;
L) The international marriages(spoilage) are allowable and comprehensible, but not
always - 20 %;
M) The international marriages(spoilage) I think allowable, but among my familiar there
are no such cases - 5 %;
N) The international marriages(spoilage) today a way of outflow of intelligence and a
genofund from the country, I of them do not approve - 10 %;
O) The international marriages(spoilage) never gave anything positive, I categorically
against them - 4 %;
P) I am at a loss to answer, never think above this question - 16 %.
What, in your opinion, can force to conclude the person a marriage(spoilage) with the
citizen of other country ? (Motivation of the introduction into a marriage(spoilage) …)
J) Love - 25 %;
L) A way to improve a heavy financial position - 50 %;
M) Desire, aspiration to learn(find out) about other country and other culture - 0 %;
N) Business - 10 %;
O) If the person already has children to improve their standard of life in other country - 0
%;
P) Discontent with a standard of life in the country - 15 %;
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R) More democratic conditions of a life in other country - 0 %;
S) I am at a loss to answer, never think above this question - 0 %.
Whether you an obstacle to the conclusion of a marriage(spoilage) count an accessory(a
belonging) of the future spouses to different religious faiths?
J) Yes (to prove, result examples) - 25 %;
L) Is not present (to prove, result examples) - 75 %.
M) I am at a loss to answer, never think above they be 0 %.
How you concern to the marriage contract?
J) I think its obligatory at the conclusion of a marriage(spoilage) between foreigners - 45
%;
L) I do not think its necessity - 20 %;
M) I am at a loss to answer, never think above this question - 35 %.
Name the most important, in your opinion, risk factors at the conclusion of a
marriage(spoilage) between "foreigners".
J) Distinctions in mentality of spouses - 5 %;
L) "Isolation" of one of spouses from close people, habitual attitudes(relations),
conditions of a life - 5 %;
M) Material dependence of one of spouses on another - 20 %;
N) Insufficient knowledge of language - 20 %;
O) Possible aversion relatives of one of spouses - 10 %;
P) A question on the birthplace, citizenship of children - 30 %;
R) I am at a loss to answer, never think above this question - 10 %.
Name favorable factors for matrimonial attitudes(relations) between "foreigners".
J) Novelty of conditions, conditions of a life, work for one of spouses - 5 %;
L) An opportunity "to start(begin)" all all over again - 35 %;
M) Higher standard of living, an opportunity to satisfy arising requirements - 45 %;
N) Necessity "between education" - the general problems quickly rally spouses - 5%;
O) I am at a loss to answer, never think above this question - 10 %.
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7. Name negative factors for matrimonial attitudes(relations) between "foreigners".
J) Insufficient knowledge of language - 10 %;
L) "Isolation" of one of spouses from close people, habitual attitudes(relations),
conditions of a life - 20 %;
M) Possible aversion relatives of one of spouses - 10 %;
N) Distinctions in mentality of spouses - 10 %;
O) Material dependence of one of spouses on another of-5 %;
P) A question on the birthplace, citizenship of children - 45 %;
R) I am at a loss to answer, never think above this question - 0 %.
How do you concern to fictitious marriages(spoilage) between "foreigners"?
J) I admit an opportunity of a fictitious marriage(spoilage), taking into account
imperfection of the international legislation - 45 %;
L) I do not admit, not looking at existing objective complexities at departure and
immigrations - 5 %;
M) At all I do not admit this opportunity - 50 %;
N) I am at a loss to answer, never think above this question - 0 %.
How do you concern to the international marriage agencies?
J) I think, that they are necessary - 50 %;
L) I think their ineffective - 10 %;
M) I think, that they should be distributed and improve the activity - 5 %;
N) I am at a loss to answer, never think above this question - 35 %.
What are You (personally!) could become an obstacle for the introduction into a
marriage(spoilage) with the citizen (citizen) of other country?
J) An accessory(a belonging) to different religious faiths - 5 %;
L) Impossibility quickly to master language - 5 %;
M) Prospect to not have work, friends - 45 %;
N) Impossibility to transfer(translate) with itself of close relatives - 20 %;
O) Impossibility to deduce(remove) back the child in case of divorce - 20 %;
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P) Full material dependence on the future spouse - 0 %;
S) The big remoteness of a new host country - 5 %;
T) The "disloyal" legislation of a new host country - 0 %;
U) I am at a loss to answer, never think above this question - 0 %.
Only for women: possible(probable) actions of a citizen of Ukraine, decided(solved) to
dissolve a marriage with the foreigner if she lived in territory of other country?
J) To remain in the country of last stay; to receive all indemnifications stipulated by the
law and civil rights - 50 %;
L) To remain in the country of last stay, to conclude a new marriage(spoilage) with the
citizen of this country - 45 %;
M) Whenever possible, as soon as possible to leave(abandon) the country - 5 %;
N) I am at a loss to answer, never thought above this question - 0 %.
Answers not only have confirmed the basic hypothesis of research and presence mainly
economic forces of marriages(spoilage) causing the conclusion with representatives of far
abroad, but the exclusive conservatism shown while in the given question.
As you can see, any emergency as a whole it is not observed, but knowledge of youth of
a real condition on the given problem and about all plusses and minuses is necessary for
raising(increasing)."
The lecturers - students of 1 rate IER of M.A.Malyhina, J.B.ShChulitskaja
(The supervisor of studies - Dr A.Vasiljev)

Report was made not only at the student scientific conference, but also on SEMINAR
"Geopolitical transformation of the East Europe and Prospects of development of high
technologies" - Washington of Ukraine - On March, 17, 2005. An assembly hall (the French
parkway, 24/26, Odessa.
The questions were assigned:
1) How many did you have interrogate foreign citizens?
2) What did You use means of the communications at interrogation?
ANSWERS:
By us it is interrogated four foreigners. For acceleration of communications we used the
INTERNET.
OFFERS: To direct development and a brief information on the lead(carried out) work on
conference to Kiev (Prof. E.M. Psjadlo).
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To approve work on an establishment the President of the Union of youth "OdessaEurope" M.Malyhinoj cooperation with Civil International Committee ("President
Future" on www.cic-wsc.org in Document N 103) and today causes sincere interest in
students ONU by name I.I. Mechnikova which even unpack(print out) its (Dr. A.V.
Vasiljev).
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SEMINAR:
1) To direct the report of the made research on official sites and on conference to Kiev,
taking into account a high level of the report in a State language and preparation of all
work in the Ukrainian language.
2) To approve the initiative of the President of the Union of youth "Odessa-Europe" M.
Malyhinoj on cooperation with Civil International Committee (Spain, Ukraine, the USA,
Canada, Serbia, India, Australia).
(Unanimously)
Please LOOK Document 119 and Document N 176 on www.cic-wsc.org .
Please look Document 164.- Documentations of CIC for NU (From 11 to 19 number) (Engl)
on www.cic-wsc.org

